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Landmark US launch for Crazy Time, Evolution’s world #1 
online live game show 
Evolution today announced the eagerly awaited US launch of Crazy Time, its hugely popular live game 
show now streaming live to players in New Jersey. Crazy Time has been a global hit since launching in 2020 
serving millions of players. Having taken the online gambling world by storm, Crazy Time has grown to be 
the biggest live casino table in the world.  
 
Now streaming from Evolution’s live casino studio in New Jersey, the debut of Crazy Time in the US follows 
the successful launches of Crazy Coin Flip in New Jersey and Super Sic Bo in Pennsylvania earlier this month. 
All three games are due to go live in additional states during 2024. 
 
As one of Evolution’s most ambitious games, Crazy Time integrates multiple cutting-edge technologies, 
including multi-camera live game show action, Random Number Generator (RNG) multipliers, augmented 
reality and slot-style and video-gaming elements. 
 
The all-action gameplay revolves around a main game and four interactive bonus games. The main game 
features a two-reel Top Slot that spins together with a money wheel.  
 
The bonus games add to the excitement with unique features such as a shooting gallery (Cash Hunt), a Coin 
Flip, a Puck drop (Pachinko), and the Crazy Time bonus game. In Crazy Time’s bonus games, players can reach 
a staggering 10,000x multiplier – setting the fun factor to new heights! Crazy Time’s bonus games have been 
so successful that they have in turn inspired a whole new range of Evolution game show titles, such as Crazy 
Coin Flip, Red Door Roulette and Crazy Pachinko. 
 
Jacob Claesson, Evolution CEO for North America, said: “This is a landmark launch for Evolution and for the 
US online gambling market. Across the world, operators and players alike have praised Crazy Time’s 
incredibly high production values, its commitment to entertainment and depth of engagement, and the sheer 
fun and enjoyment it offers players. We’re incredibly excited that US players now get to experience a game 
that has made such an impact in the live casino space.” 
 
He added: “Crazy Time’s bonus games in particular have reinvented the way casino games are played and 
how they can be enjoyed in a more interactive manner, delivering a true game show experience unlike no 
other that’s both fun to play and watch!” 
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